F nd the rrors
Test yourself and compare
the two images below.
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Answers: www.fourpees.com/global-vision/answers

Innovative Proofreading Technologies

Are you 100% confident
that no critical errors
have been missed?

Answers: www.fourpees.com/global-vision/answers
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Broken text
Artwork inspection

Text inspection
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542 Shamrock Drive, Waterloo, Illinois 62298, USA
info@globalvisioninc.com

www.globalvisioninc.com

Multi-language
spell check

+1 514 624 4422

Barcode
verification
Spell check

Braille
translation

For more information,
or a personal demo in our
European demo center,
please get in touch with Four Pees.
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Did you find all mistakes?
Check it out on: www.fourpees/com/global-vsion/answers

Barcode
verification

The first web-based, end-to-end
packaging inspection suite
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Scan an entire booklet
in seconds

Inspect artwork with pixel precision

ArtProof

™

Artwork Inspection

DocuProof

™

Text Inspection

Quickly detect missing text and graphics,
incorrect fonts and text size, broken type
and color deviations

ScanBook

Inspects booklets, user guides,
manuscripts, IFUs / DFUs
and leaflets

™

Booklet Scanner

Ensure the accuracy of all
text documents in seconds

Cylinder & bottle
inspection tool

Compare Word-to-PDF and other files
in any language as well as tables,
type and templates

Directly scan the surface of any bottle, tube
or can and automatically compare it to the
approved artwork

Cylinder Scanner

Fast and accurate inspection of
all printed components

Straight off the press
scanning system

Complete inspection of printed proofs,
labels, cartons, inserts and nested
press sheets

ScanTVS

™

Print Inspection

Scan Wet-ink
Wet-Ink Scanner

BarProof

Barcode
Decoder & Verifier

Instantly inspect wet-ink media
without the risk of cross
contamination or smudging

Counts inserts in
1/30th of a second

Barcode decoder & verifier
™

™

Automatically locate and grade all
barcodes in PDF, labels, cartons or
press sheets

Automated counting workstation for
non-contact counting of folded
stacked products such as inserts,
outserts, leaflets and folded cartons

iCount

™

Counting Tool

Sample
Fast Braille packaging inspection

BrailleProof

™

Braille Inspection

Digitally inspect Braille components for
added or missing dots and translate
Braille text into readable text

Precise Braille dot
measurement tool
Missing dot

BraillePoint

™

Braille Dot
Measurement Tool

Accurately measures Braille dot height and
spacing of embossed characters and glue
dots on cartons and labels

1/30th
of a second

